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Imagining the Heartland 2022-05-18
introduction the midwest and white virtue heartland histories inside out the
global production of insular whiteness no place like home the ordinary midwest
through popular fiction and fantasy theater of whitness mass media discourses
on the midwest region conclusion appendix a bibliography of films referenced in
chapter 4 appendix b bibliography of media articles referenced in chapter 5

Enduring Nations 2008
diverse perspectives on midwestern native american communities

The Midwest 2014-07-15
the midwest is known as the breadbasket of america because it produces many of
the cereal crops used to feed our nation it is also a leader in manufacturing
this region is divided into two areas which are the great lakes region and the
great plains region the plains are home to many farms and ranches while the
great lakes and the surrounding river system have led many cities to spring up
there readers will find out about the ways in which a region s geography shape
its settlement industries and culture sidebars and recipes extend the learning
and strengthen the reader s understanding of the region

The Midwest 2012
discusses the history people animals resources and economy of the midwestern
united states

The Midwest 2022-11-01
explore the landscape of the midwestern united states this social studies book
explains how the midwest has a big impact on how the rest of america eats
thinks and lives from the great lakes to the great plains the midwest is a
beautiful region with a rich culture and history this teacher approved book
gives students the chance to learn about the lives of people from the midwest
including the history of native peoples in the region the book covers the
geography history economics and civics of the midwestern united states in an
easy to follow way with a glossary and index essential discussion questions and
other meaningful features this book brings the wide open fields of the midwest
to life for students

The Midwest 2013-08
an overview of the geography history people animals resources and economy of
the midwestern united states

The Midwest 2016-05-01
from architecture to food to music this volume provides a textured examination
of the many ways in which the midwest has served as an undeniable cross section
of american culture includes the states of illinois indiana iowa michigan
minnesota missouri ohio and wisconsin

The Midwest 2004-12-30
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved



reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality
reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to
read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Midwest 2021-09-09
this book takes a tour of the midwest region of the united states

The Midwest and the Trade-agreements Program 1936
early in this century a few mexican migrants began streaming northward into the
midwest but by 1914 in response to the war in europe and a booming u s economy
the stream had become a flood barely a generation later this so called
immigrant generation of mexicans was displaced and returned to the u s
southwest or to mexico drawing on both published works and archival materials
this new study considers the many factors that affected the process of
immigration as well as the development of communities in the region these
include the internal forces of religion ethnic identity and a sense of
nationalism as well as external influences such as economic factors
discrimination and the vagaries of u s mexico relations here is a book that
persuasively challenges many prevailing assumptions about mexican people and
the communities they established in the midwest the author notes the
commonalities and differences between mexicans in that region and their
compadres who settled elsewhere he further demonstrates that although mexicans
in the midwest maintained a strong sense of cultural identity they were quick
to adopt the consumer culture and other elements of u s life that met their
needs focusing on a people place and time rarely covered before now this wide
ranging work will be welcomed by scholars and students of history sociology and
chicano studies general readers interested in ethnic issues and the
multicultural fabric of american society will find here a window to the past as
well as new perspectives for understanding the present and the future

People and Places of the Midwest 2016-08
how do works from film and literature sister carrie native son meet me in st
louis halloween and a history of violence for example imagine reify and
reproduce midwestern identity and what are the repercussions of such regional
narratives and images circulating in american culture in the american midwest
in film and literature nostalgia violence and regionalism adam r ochonicky
provides a critical overview of the evolution contestation and fragmentation of
the midwest s symbolic and often contradictory meanings using the frontier
writings of frederick jackson turner as a starting point this book establishes
a succession of midwestern filmic and literary texts stretching from the late
19th century through the beginning of the 21st century and argues that the
manifold properties of nostalgia have continually transformed popular
understandings and ideological uses of the midwest s place identity ochonicky
identifies three primary modes of nostalgia at play across a set of textual
objects the projection of nostalgia onto physical landscapes and into the
cultural sphere nostalgic spatiality nostalgia as a cultural force that
regulates behaviors identities and appearances nostalgic violence and the
progressive potential of nostalgia to generate an acknowledgment and possible
rectification of ways in which the flawed past negatively affects the present
nostalgic atonement while developing these new conceptions of nostalgia
ochonicky reveals how an under examined area of regional study has received
critical attention throughout the histories of american film and literature as
well as in related materials and discourses from the closing of the western
frontier to the polarized political and cultural climate of the 21st century
this book demonstrates how film and literature have been and continue to be
vital forums for illuminating the complex interplay of regionalism and
nostalgia



Mexicans in the Midwest, 1900-1932 1996
the greenwood encyclopedia of american regional cultures is the first rigorous
reference collection on the many ways in which american identity has been
defined by its regions and its people each of its eight regional volumes
presents thoroughly researched narrative chapters on architecture art ecology
environment ethnicity fashion film theater folklore food language literature
music religion and sports recreation each book also includes a volume specific
introduction as well as a series foreword by noted regional scholar and former
national endowment for the humanities chairman william ferris who served as
consulting editor for this encyclopedia

The Midwest: Myth Or Reality? 1961
the midwest is a huge region with so much to see travelers can experience urban
living right next to beautiful farmlands with the bright lights of chicago
illinois and the beautiful hills of the great plains there is plenty to see and
do in the midwest on this trip young readers will take a glimpse into the
history of the midwest all while learning about what this region is like today
with factboxes offering more insight full color photographs and approachable
text readers will discover the heartland of the united states

The American Midwest in Film and Literature
2020-02-04
to know a place deeply means to understand it on several levels layered almost
as if from bedrock to topsoil midwest bedrock the search for nature s soul in
america s heartland takes readers on a journey across all twelve midwest states
to natural settings that defy typical stereotypes of the midwest landscape each
chapter focuses on one focal region or locality within each state often seeking
out lesser known landscapes steeped in beauty and story author kevin koch
invites readers to join him on a journey through the beauty of the midwest and
to discover such places as wisconsin s 1 100 mile ice age trail that follows
the furthest reach of the last glacier minnesota s lake itasca headwaters of
the mississippi river and indiana s hoosier national forest which still cradles
hidden graveyards from long abandoned farm communities part history part memoir
part interview based research midwest bedrock is a personal narrative of
exploring the natural beauty of america s heartland where each location tells
the stories of the past that linger on the landscape

The Midwest 2004
on a road trip through the midwest travelers can experience the best of urban
and rural living the bright lights and bustle of chicago illinois and the
beautiful rolling hills of the great plains are both something to enjoy this
book introduces readers to the history culture and geography of the american
midwest with vivid images of the many exciting places to visit it will engage
readers with a fun format and descriptive content fact boxes highlight possible
pit stops and expand on the main content while maps help readers navigate the
great lakes badlands and all around the heartland

Visit the Midwest 2024
collects trivia about the midwest and midwesterners

Midwest Bedrock 2024-03-05
examines the history and culture of each region of the united states and the
diversity of peoples and communities describes places of interest and popular
pastimes in each region each volume contains the following sections overview
travel environment people culture and diversity folklore pastimes technology



and change insider s guide

Let's Explore the Midwest 2013-08-01
a compilation of current information on economic cultural geographic and social
conditions volume 3 contains illinois indiana iowa kansas michigan minnesota
missouri nebraska north dakota ohio south dakota wisconsin

Midwest 1961
on a road trip through the midwest travelers can experience the best of urban
and rural living the bright lights and bustle of chicago illinois and the
beautiful rolling hills of the great plains are both something to enjoy this
book introduces readers to the history culture and geography of the american
midwest with vivid images of the many exciting places to visit it will engage
readers with a fun format and descriptive content fact boxes highlight possible
pit stops and expand on the main content while maps help readers navigate the
great lakes badlands and all around the heartland

Calling the Midwest Home 1996
contains chapters on minnesota michigan wisconsin missouri north dakota
illinois indiana south dakota ohio nebraska kansas and iowa

The Midwest Today 2007-01-25
ghost stories from the midwestern united states have never been so creepy fun
and full of mystery the haunted history of the midwest comes to life even when
the main players are dead visit ohio the oldest state in the midwest to glimpse
ghosts in the butler county historical museum or travel to crown point indiana
and see ruffle shirt hill s underground railroad site dive into this spooky
chapter book for suspenseful tales of bumps in the night paranormal
investigations and the unexplained all across america s midwestern states just
be sure to keep the light on

Cities of the United States 1994
julianne couch sets out to illuminate the lives and hopes of small town
residents from nine small communities in five states in the midwest and great
plains iowa kansas missouri nebraska and wyoming residents are betting that the
tide of rural population loss can t go out forever and they re backing those
bets with creatively repurposed schools entrepreneurial innovation and
community commitment from bellevue iowa to centennial wyoming the region s
small town residents remain both hopeful and resilient

Let's Explore the Midwest 2013-08-01
the new poetry from the midwest anthology seeks to support and spotlight the
flourishing crop of midwestern writers who consistently produce work that is
innovative finely crafted and strong in voice and the ability to connect the
series seeks to explode the generally accepted notions of what the midwest is
and what midwestern writing is while honoring its rich and long standing
histories what counts as poetry of the midwest we feature poets who currently
live in pursued an education in or were born in illinois indiana iowa kansas
michigan minnesota missouri nebraska north dakota ohio south dakota or
wisconsin as well as poets writing about any of these states or the region as a
whole



Heartland 1988
an annotated bibliography of fiction history and biography dealing with the
midwest for use by students in grades 4 to 10

The Ghostly Tales of the Midwest 2022-08-01
raw deal explores the theft of native lands by unfair treaties squatters
speculators and blatant swindles focusing on the indians of the midwest and the
great lakes

The Small-Town Midwest 2016-04-15
during the half century after the civil war intellectuals and politicians
assumed the midwest to be the font and heart of american culture despite the
persistence of strong currents of midwestern regionalism during the 1920s and
1930s the region went into eclipse during the post world war ii era in the apt
language of minnesota s f scott fitzgerald the midwest slid from being the warm
center of the republic to its ragged edge this book explains the factors that
triggered the demise of the midwest s regionalist energies from anti midwestern
machinations in the literary world and the inability of midwestern writers to
break through the cultural politics of the era to the growing dominance of a
coastal urban culture these developments paved the way for the proliferation of
images of the midwest as flyover country the rust belt a staid and decaying
region yet lauck urges readers to recognize persisting and evolving forms of
midwestern identity and to resist the forces that squelch the nation s interior
voices

New Poetry from the Midwest 2017 2017-09
we forget that racist violence permeated the lower midwest from the pre civil
war period until the 1930s from kansas to ohio whites orchestrated
extraordinary events like lynchings and riots while engaged in a spectrum of
brutal acts made all the more horrific by being routine also forgotten is the
fact african americans forcefully responded to these assertions of white
supremacy through armed resistance the creation of press outlets and civil
rights organizations and courageous individual activism drawing on cutting edge
methodology and a wealth of documentary evidence brent m s campney analyzes the
institutionalized white efforts to assert and maintain dominance over african
americans though rooted in the past white violence evolved into a fundamentally
modern phenomenon driven by technologies such as newspapers photographs
automobiles and telephones other surprising insights challenge our assumptions
about sundown towns who was targeted by whites law enforcement s role in
facilitating and perpetrating violence and the details of african american
resistance

The Midwest 1979
during the american colonial period what would become the midwest was the
backcountry or the area behind the coastal population centers it was rural and
rough the sort of place that fueled populist resistance to the federal taxation
of whiskey at the time of the revolution it was the west often undifferentiated
between north and south and largely associated with kentucky in the early years
of the republic however the regional differentiation deepened and grew until
the latter half of the 19th century when the midwest emerged as a fully formed
region the essays in this book help explain this process of region making
contributors christa adams brie swenson arnold terry a barnhart michael leonard
cox wayne duerkes sara egge nicole etcheson edward o frantz jacob k friefeld a
james fuller kenyon gradert joshua jeffers jason lantzer david c miller marcia
noe c a norling lisa payne ossian barton e price eric michael rhodes gregory s
rose michael j sherfy jason stacy



A Portrait of John 1990
in this work cheryl herr uses architect kenneth frampton s idea of critical
regionalism to describe a comparative methodology for cultural studies
demonstrating a process of oscillating perspectives moving from a subject
location to an object social scene and back again she details the impact of
both immediate social forces and behind the scenes institutions on two
heartlands rural ireland and the american midwest she also provides the tools
to understand symmetrical historical global patterns in ireland and the midwest
herr strongly supports a crosscultural approach in which every issue is framed
by its role in a hierarchy of increasingly global economic institutions at the
same time she considers the representation of crisis on the local level she
uses creative found and forced assemblages to illustrate historical processes
and provides a strong case for a larger place in the university curriculum for
a crosscultural studies methodology

The Midwest 1991
the american midwest does not feature prominently in studies of modernism
modernism is cosmopolitan and avant garde the story goes whereas the midwest is
not the essays in this ground breaking collection tell a different story
arguing for a more nuanced understanding of both modernism and the midwest the
midwest it turns out has a radical streak

The Midwest 2014

Raw Deal 2024

From Warm Center to Ragged Edge 2017-06

Hostile Heartland 2019-06-30

The Making of the Midwest 2020-05-15

Oversight of Rising Oil Prices and the Efficiency and
Effectiveness of Executive Branch Response - Part II
2000

Critical Regionalism and Cultural Studies 1996

The American Midwest in a Scattering Time 2017-09

Market Quality and Precooling Rates of Strawberries
Packed in Various Containers 1969

Revitalization and the U.S. Economy 1981
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